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First-Person Authority and Self-Knowledge as an Achievement Josep E. Corbí (University of Valencia, Spain)



Abstract (submitted manuscript) There is much that I admire in Richard Moran's account of how first-person authority may be consistent with self-knowledge as an achievement. First of all, his stress on the fact that a merely theoretical attitude towards oneself is not intimate enough to be specifically first-personal and, secondly, his attempt to characterize the kind of self-knowledge that constitutes a strictly firstpersonal achievement. My paper focuses on this second issue and, more specifically, on Moran's characterization of the goal of psychoanalytic treatment, which surely goes beyond the mere theoretical acceptance of the analyst interpretation, and demands a more intimate, first-personal, awareness of one's own psychological condition. Although I am convinced that Moran's notions of permeability, transparency and avowal point in the appropriate direction, I argue that they cannot satisfactorily identify the goal of psychoanalytic treatment. For, despite claims to the contrary, such notions are still permeated by a Cartesian picture of the self. In particular, I will try to show that, even though Moran proposes a single Transparency Condition and a single notion of avowal, we cannot understand their role in the description of psychoanalytic therapy unless we distinguish between a trivial and a non-trivial Transparency Condition, as well as between a trivial and a non-trivial notion of avowal. Armed with these distinctions, we may improve our understanding of psychoanalytic practice.
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Yet, I will argue that the way Moran distinguishes between the deliberative and the theoretical attitude is inconsistent with a satisfactory description of such a practice. For, in the light of such a distinction, we cannot make sense of what I call 'the double direction of permeability' and, more specifically, of the sense in which an agent's decisions and projects may be permeable to her own psychological condition. I explore Williams' notion of acknowledgment and Weil's distinction between two notions of obedience, in order to articulate a notion of receptive passivity which may help us to characterize the latter direction of permeability. Finally, I sketch some remarks to show why receptive passivity is not only crucial to describe the goal of psychoanalytic treatment, but allows us to understand how a certain kind of awareness can have, due to its intimacy, such a repairing effect.
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